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1 Introduction 1 

GlobalPlatform has defined a security model for the administration of Trusted Execution Environments (TEEs) 2 
and the administration of Trusted Applications (TAs) and corresponding Security Domains (SDs), collectively 3 
referred to as the TEE Management Framework (TMF). TMF is defined in multiple specifications: 4 

• TEE Management Framework (TMF) including ASN.1 Profile ([TMF ASN.1]) presents the roles and 5 
responsibilities of the stakeholders involved in the administration, the life cycle of administrated entities, 6 
and the mechanisms involved in administration operations. In addition, it describes an ASN.1 7 
implementation (referred to as the ASN.1 Profile). 8 

• TMF: Open Trust Protocol (OTrP) Protocol ([OTrP Profile]) describes an OTrP implementation (referred 9 
to as the OTrP Profile), including the OTrP Security Domain and associated security mechanisms, and 10 
specifies the JSON encoding for OTrP messages. 11 

• Other profiles may be defined in separate specifications. 12 

This document specifies a mapping between TMF OTrP Profile messages and TMF ASN.1 Profile commands. 13 
The document specifies how TMF OTrP request messages received by a TEE are mapped to TMF ASN.1 14 
Profile commands and how TMF ASN.1 response output is mapped to TMF OTrP response messages. Direct 15 
mapping is not mandatory – that is, incoming request messages from the OTrP Profile are not required to be 16 
converted to the ASN.1 Profile – but this is a possible realization where appropriate. 17 

The execution of a TMF OTrP request message SHALL provide the same result that the equivalent TMF ASN.1 18 
Profile command would have achieved. 19 

 20 

 

If you are implementing this specification and you think it is not clear on something: 

1.  Check with a colleague. 

And if that fails: 

2.  Contact GlobalPlatform at TEE-issues-GPD_SPE_124_v1.0@globalplatform.org 

 

 21 

1.1 Audience 22 

This document is suitable for software developers implementing an OTrP Profile using the TEE Management 23 
Framework to manage Trusted Execution Environments (TEEs), as well as Trusted Applications (TAs) and 24 
their corresponding Security Domains (SDs). 25 

This document is also intended for implementers of the TEE itself, its Trusted OS, the Trusted Core 26 
Framework, the TEE APIs, and the communications infrastructure required to access Trusted Applications. 27 

mailto:TEE-issues-GPD_SPE_124_v1.0@globalplatform.org
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1.2 IPR Disclaimer 28 

Attention is drawn to the possibility that some of the elements of this GlobalPlatform specification or other work 29 
product may be the subject of intellectual property rights (IPR) held by GlobalPlatform members or others. For 30 
additional information regarding any such IPR that have been brought to the attention of GlobalPlatform, 31 
please visit https://globalplatform.org/specifications/ip-disclaimers/. GlobalPlatform shall not be held 32 
responsible for identifying any or all such IPR, and takes no position concerning the possible existence or the 33 
evidence, validity, or scope of any such IPR. 34 

1.3 References 35 

The table below lists references applicable to this specification. The latest version of each reference applies 36 
unless a publication date or version is explicitly stated. 37 

Table 1-1:  Normative References 38 

Standard / Specification Description Ref 

GPD_SPE_007 GlobalPlatform Technology 
TEE Client API Specification 

[TEE Client] 

GPD_SPE_010 GlobalPlatform Technology 
TEE Internal Core API Specification 

[TEE Core] 

GPD_SPE_120 GlobalPlatform Technology 
TEE Management Framework (TMF) including ASN.1 
Profile 
[Initially published as TEE Management Framework] 

[TMF ASN.1] 

GPD_SPE_121 GlobalPlatform Technology 
TMF:  Symmetric Cryptography Security Layer 

[TMF Symmetric] 

GPD_SPE_122 GlobalPlatform Technology 
TMF:  Asymmetric Cryptography Security Layer 

[TMF Asymmetric] 

GPD_SPE_123 GlobalPlatform Technology 
TMF: Open Trust Protocol (OTrP) Protocol 

[OTrP Profile] 

RFC 2119 Key words for use in RFCs to Indicate Requirement 
Levels 

[RFC 2119] 

RFC 5280 Internet X.509 Public Key Infrastructure Certificate and 
Certificate Revocation List (CRL) Profile 
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc5280 

[RFC 5280] 

RFC 7515 JSON Web Signature 
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7515  

[RFC 7515] 

RFC 7516 JSON Web Encryption 
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7516  

[RFC 7516] 

 39 

https://globalplatform.org/specifications/ip-disclaimers/
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc5280
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7515
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7516
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1.4 Terminology and Definitions 40 

The following meanings apply to SHALL, SHALL NOT, MUST, MUST NOT, SHOULD, SHOULD NOT, and 41 
MAY in this document (refer to [RFC 2119]): 42 

• SHALL indicates an absolute requirement, as does MUST. 43 

• SHALL NOT indicates an absolute prohibition, as does MUST NOT. 44 

• SHOULD and SHOULD NOT indicate recommendations. 45 

• MAY indicates an option. 46 

Selected technical terms used in this document are defined in [TMF ASN.1] and [TEE Core]. 47 

Additional technical terms are defined in Table 1-2. 48 

Table 1-2:  Terminology and Definitions 49 

Term Definition 

ASN.1 Profile A specification of the TMF commands, written in ASN.1. 

OTrP Mapping 
Implementation Layer (OMIL) 

A trusted software module that can convert OTrP commands to ASN.1 
and convert ASN.1 responses to OTrP. 

OTrP Profile A specification of TMF commands, written in JSON. 

TEE Management 
Framework (TMF) 

A security model for administration of Trusted Execution Environments 
(TEEs) and for administration and life cycle management of Trusted 
Applications (TAs) and corresponding Security Domains (SDs). 

 50 

1.5 Abbreviations and Notations 51 

Selected abbreviations and notations used in this document are defined in [TMF ASN.1] and [TEE Core]. 52 

Additional abbreviations and notations are included in Table 1-3. 53 

Table 1-3:  Abbreviations and Notations 54 

Abbreviation / Notation Meaning 

DSI Device State Information 

OMIL OTrP Mapping Implementation Layer 

OTrP Open Trust Protocol 

OWE Outside World Entity – In the TMF, this is usually the owner of the Security 
Domain. 

rSD Root Security Domain 

SD Security Domain 

TA Trusted Application 

TEE Trusted Execution Environment 

TMF TEE Management Framework 

 55 
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1.6 Revision History 56 

GlobalPlatform technical documents numbered n.0 are major releases. Those numbered n.1, n.2, etc., are 57 
minor releases where changes typically introduce supplementary items that do not impact backward 58 
compatibility or interoperability of the specifications. Those numbered n.n.1, n.n.2, etc., are maintenance 59 
releases that incorporate errata and precisions; all non-trivial changes are indicated, often with revision marks. 60 

Table 1-4:  Revision History 61 

Date Version Description 

November 2019 0.0.0.9 Committee Review 

January 2020 0.0.0.14 Member Review 

May 2020 0.0.0.18 Public Review 
Question 

Section 3.5, Processing OTrP Commands, says: 
• If an rSD is specified, verify that it exists and is a root SD for 

OTrP. Otherwise reject the request with the error 
ERR_REQUEST_INVALID. 

The author would like to receive comments on whether this is the 
correct error. Is a more specific error message needed? If so, the new 
error message will need to be added to [OTrP Profile]. 

TBD 1.0 Public Release 

 62 
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2 OTrP Profile Relationship with TMF: ASN.1 Profile 63 

Figure 2-1:  Using OMIL to Convert between OTrP and ASN.1 64 

 65 

 66 
 67 

The TEE Management Framework (TMF) defines a security model for the administration of GlobalPlatform 68 
compliant Trusted Execution Environments (TEE), and the administration and life cycle management of 69 
Trusted Applications (TA) and their corresponding Security Domains (SD). 70 

• TEE Management Framework (TMF) including ASN.1 Profile ([TMF ASN.1]) defines extensive 71 
commands for administration and life cycle management based on ASN.1 message format. 72 

• TMF: Open Trust Protocol (OTrP) Profile ([OTrP Profile]) defines essential TEE management messages 73 
and essential TA and SD life cycle management messages based on JSON message format. 74 
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A TEE may support the ASN.1 Profile (as described in [TMF ASN.1]), the OTrP Profile (as described in 75 
[OTrP Profile]), or both. 76 

• Trusted Service Managers (TSM) or Outside World Entities (OWE) that support the ASN.1 Profile use 77 
ASN.1 Profile commands to administer the TEEs on authorized devices. 78 

• OWEs that support the OTrP Profile use OTrP messages to administer TAs and SDs on authorized 79 
devices. 80 

• A Service Provider (SP) may choose between a TSM or an OWE for the life cycle management of its 81 
TAs in TEEs. 82 

The execution of a TMF OTrP request message SHALL provide the same result that the equivalent TMF ASN.1 83 
Profile command would have achieved. 84 

Figure 2-1 depicts an overview of a TEE that supports both the ASN.1 Profile and the OTrP Profile. 85 

A TEE that already supports the ASN.1 Profile may integrate OTrP Profile support using one of the following 86 
methods: 87 

• Implementing OTrP Profile functionality directly into the TEE OS. 88 

• Implementing an OTrP Mapping Implementation Layer (OMIL) that reuses the existing ASN.1 Profile 89 
support. OMIL needs to store secrets and state. It must therefore be implemented within the same 90 
Security Domain as the TEE. It may be implemented as a combination of Client Application and Trusted 91 
Application, but the Client Application must not have access to any data that may be used to 92 
compromise the system. 93 

This specification focuses on the latter method and recommends the implementation details for OMIL, its 94 
responsibilities, as well as details on how to map OTrP request messages to ASN.1 Profile commands and 95 
ASN.1 Profile response output back to OTrP response messages. It is assumed that OMIL has no special 96 
access to the TEE – that is, it can only issue TEE Core API and TMF commands using the TEE Client API. 97 

 98 
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3 OTrP Mapping Implementation Layer (OMIL) 99 

3.1 Authorizing Commands 100 

In order to issue TMF commands, OMIL must be provisioned with the appropriate keys. 101 

GlobalPlatform recommends that OMIL create an rSD under which all the OTrP administered SDs are then 102 
created. 103 

OMIL should then provision this SD with a freshly generated key of the appropriate type. 104 

This requires that OMIL is given appropriate permissions. This MAY be in the form of appropriately signed 105 
Authorization Tokens restricted to a fixed UUID. 106 

Where OMIL runs as a TA, communication with the TEE is over an intrinsically secure channel. If the TEE’s 107 
TMF implementation supports token-based authorization, there is no requirement for OMIL to set up a security 108 
layer. Therefore, it only needs to be provisioned with a key that can verify the authorization token. As we have 109 
an intrinsically secure channel to deliver that key, there is no advantage to using asymmetric cryptography; a 110 
symmetric key using HMAC is sufficient. 111 

However, if OMIL is implemented in the REE, or if the commands pass through the REE, or if the TMF 112 
implementation does not support tokens – then OMIL would need to set up a security layer. If the key to set 113 
up the channel has to be delivered over an insecure channel, then OMIL should provision the SD with a public 114 
key and use the asymmetric security layer (as discussed in TMF:  Asymmetric Cryptography Security Layer -  115 
[TMF Asymmetric]) for further commands. 116 

By using a freshly generated key known only to the OMIL instance, we can guarantee that only OMIL can 117 
access the rSD and hence administer SDs on behalf of the OWE or SP. 118 

OMIL needs to be able to manage all OTrP Security Domains. However, as it only has a single storage space, 119 
there is no advantage to OMIL using individual keys to manage each SD. An attacker that can access the 120 
single key would also be able to access individual keys. Therefore, OMIL should have SD Management 121 
permission covering the entire set of domains under its rSD. 122 

If a Service Provider uses OTrP commands to create an SD but subsequently wants to use ASN.1 Profile 123 
commands to administer it, the Service Provider will need an individual key. Therefore, each individual key 124 
should be stored in the individual SD’s PERSO storage area. (For more information, see section 5.) 125 
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3.2 Keys 126 

3.2.1 TEE-Priv, TEE-Pub, and TEE-Cert 127 

TEE-Priv is a private key that is unique per TEE instance. TEE-Priv is used to sign messages on behalf of the 128 
TEE. 129 

TEE-Cert should be the Base64 encoding of a X.509 certificate on the private key representing the TEE 130 
instance. The certificate must be rooted in a key whose hash is known to the OTrP server. 131 

Because OMIL generates OTrP messages on behalf of the TEE, it is permissible for OMIL to store TEE-Priv, 132 
TEE-Pub, and TEE-Cert in its PRIVATE or PERSO storage. 133 

TEE-Priv must have sign permission as it signs transaction IDs (TID). 134 

 135 

3.2.2 TFW-Priv, TFW-Pub, and TFW-Cert 136 

TFW-Priv is a private key representing the trusted firmware underlying the TEE. All communication with TFW 137 
is implementation defined. 138 

TFW is optional. Therefore, an OMIL implementation may always choose to return an empty structure for TFW 139 
in all responses. 140 

 141 

3.2.3 OWE-Whitelist 142 

OMIL must maintain two white lists of root hashes: one for Security Domain installation and one for TEE 143 
maintenance. 144 

OTrP does not provide any mechanism for updating the white lists. Therefore, the mechanism for storing these 145 
lists is implementation defined. They can be encoded in the OMIL binary or stored in OMIL PERSO or 146 
PRIVATE storage. 147 
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3.3 Security Domain Mapping 148 

OMIL should create an rSD as the root of an OTrP hierarchy, then create an individual Security Domain for 149 
each Service Provider under this rSD. 150 

The OMIL TA should not reside in the OMIL hierarchy; it should be in an SD managed by the OMIL developer. 151 
This ensures that the OMIL TA can be upgraded without access to the OTrP-managed SDs or TAs. 152 

Figure 3-1:  Security Domains 153 

 154 

 155 
 156 

OMIL MAY maintain a list of SDs that it has created on behalf of OWEs as OMIL-SD-List. The OMIL-SD-List 157 
MAY contain information regarding the UUIDs of the SDs, tsmid, spid, and SP-AIK. 158 
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3.4 OPERATION-RESPONSE-PRIMITIVE-TYPE 159 

OMIL maintains an OPERATION-RESPONSE-PRIMITIVE-TYPE indicating the status of the OTrP operation 160 
based on the return code of the corresponding TMF ASN.1 Profile command. The following table recommends 161 
return code mapping to OPERATION-RESPONSE-PRIMITIVE-TYPE. 162 

Table 3-1:  OTrP Profile OPERATION-RESPONSE-PRIMITIVE-TYPE vs. TMF ASN.1 Return Codes 163 

TMF ASN.1 Return Codes OTrP Profile OPERATION-RESPONSE-PRIMITIVE-TYPE 

TEE_SUCCESS OPERATION_SUCCESS 

TEE_ERROR_ACCESS_DENIED ERR_OWE_NOT_TRUSTED 

TEE_ERROR_BAD_FORMAT ERR_REQUEST_INVALID 

TEE_ERROR_BAD_PARAMETERS ERR_REQUEST_INVALID 

TEE_ERROR_BAD_STATE ERR_TEE_FAIL 

TEE_ERROR_CORRUPT_OBJECT ERR_TEE_FAIL 

TEE_ERROR_EXCESS_DATA ERR_REQUEST_INVALID 

TEE_ERROR_INTERNAL ERR_TEE_FAIL 

TEE_ERROR_ITEM_NOT_FOUND ERR_TA_NOT_FOUND 

TEE_ERROR_LIMIT_EXCEEDED ERR_TEE_RESOURCE_FULL  

TEE_ERROR_NOT_SUPPORTED ERR_REQUEST_INVALID (if returned from the ASN.1 Profile 
Store Data command) 
ERR_UNSUPPORTED_CRYPTO_ALG (if returned from the 
ASN.1 Profile Install SD command) 

TEE_ERROR_OUT_OF_MEMORY ERR_TEE_RESOURCE_FULL 

TEE_ERROR_STORAGE_NO_SPACE ERR_TEE_RESOURCE_FULL 

TEE_ERROR_STORAGE_NOT_AVAILABLE ERR_TEE_RESOURCE_FULL 

 164 

3.4.1 Handling Temporary Failure 165 

If an OMIL implementation receives a temporary failure response to a TMF ASN.1 Profile command, it should 166 
attempt to resubmit the command rather than return the error to the client. 167 

If it encounters a TEE_ERROR_SHORT_BUFFER response, it should determine the correct length of buffer 168 
required and if there is enough memory to allocate this buffer, it should resubmit the command. Only if it is not 169 
possible to allocate sufficient memory to submit the command successfully should OMIL return an OTrP error. 170 

3.4.2 Handling Errors after Multiple Commands 171 

If processing a single OTrP command requires OMIL to submit multiple TMF ASN.1 Profile commands, it is 172 
possible that an initial command may succeed but a later command may fail. 173 

In this case, OMIL SHALL take steps to reverse the effect of the successful TMF ASN.1 Profile command, to 174 
leave the state of the device unchanged. 175 
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3.5 Processing OTrP Commands 176 

All JSON fragments in this section are informative only. See [OTrP Profile] for the normative reference. 177 

All OTrP commands have the general format: 178 

{ 179 

 "payload":COMMAND-PAYLOAD, 180 

 "protected":{ 181 

  "alg":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 182 

  "rSD":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 183 

  "tee":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE" 184 

 } 185 

 "header":{ 186 

  "x5c":["CERT-PRIMITIVE-TYPE"], 187 

  "kid":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE" 188 

 } 189 

 "signature":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE" 190 

} 191 

Where: 192 

• payload:  The COMMAND-PAYLOAD used as a payload to generate a signature. 193 

• alg:  A cryptographic algorithm used to sign a message.  194 

• rSD:  (OPTIONAL) The UUID of the rSD that is supposed to receive the request message. 195 

• tee:  (OPTIONAL) A zero-terminated string that describes the TEE to connect to. 196 

• x5c: An X.509 Certificate Chain (as described in [RFC 5280]) represented as a 197 
CERT-PRIMITIVE-TYPE array. 198 

• kid:  (OPTIONAL) A string indicating the key used in the JWS scheme for signing data. 199 

• signature:  The base64url encoded signature. 200 

All command payloads include: 201 
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{ 202 

 "ver":"GPD-VERSION-TYPE", 203 

 "tid":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 204 

 "rid":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 205 

 "tee":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 206 

 "nextdsi":BOOLEAN, 207 

 "dsihash":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 208 

 "nonce":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 209 

 "content":CONTENT-ENCRYPTION-TYPE 210 

} 211 

Where: 212 

• ver:  The version of the OTrP message, structured as GPD-VERSION-TYPE defined in [OTrP Profile] 213 
section 5.4. 214 

• tid:  A unique value for the ongoing transaction. The tid value is initially received in the 215 
GetDeviceTEEStateTBSRequest message and remains unchanged during an OTrP session. 216 

• rid:  A unique value that identifies the OTrP request. The response SHALL contain the same rid 217 
value as the corresponding request. 218 

• tee:  A zero-terminated string that describes the TEE to connect to. Its value matches the parameter 219 
name used to connect to a TEE while initializing a context using the TEEC_InitializeContext 220 
command ([TEE Client] section 4.5.2). When this element is not supplied, the OTrP request SHALL be 221 
sent to the default TEE on the device. 222 

• nextdsi:  A Boolean value indicating whether a newly calculated DSI-TYPE SHALL be returned in 223 
the corresponding response message. 224 

• dsihash:  The base64 encoded SHA-256 hash of the DSI-TYPE sent along with the OTrP request. 225 
dsihash received SHALL be compared with the SHA-256 hash of the internal DSI-TYPE. 226 

• nonce:  The nonce value SHALL match the value of the nextnonce sent to the OWE in the 227 
immediately previous response. 228 

• content:  Encrypted data structured as a CONTENT-ENCRYPTION-TYPE. The input to the encryption 229 
function is specific to the request message type as detailed within the request descriptions. 230 

OMIL must: 231 

• Verify that it supports the algorithm used for the signature. Otherwise reject the request with the error 232 
ERR_UNSUPPORTED_CRYPTO_ALG. 233 

• Retrieve the key to verify the signature, kid. If OMIL cannot open the key, or it is not the correct type 234 
for the algorithm, reject the request with the error ERR_REQUEST_INVALID. 235 

• If a tee is specified in the protected section, verify that the description matches that for the current 236 
TEE. Otherwise reject the request with the error ERR_TEE_UNKNOWN. 237 

• If the tee value in the command payload is not Null, verify that the description matches that for the 238 
current TEE. Otherwise reject the request with the error ERR_TEE_UNKNOWN. 239 
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• If an rSD is specified, verify that it exists and is a root SD for OTrP. Otherwise reject the request with 240 
the error ERR_REQUEST_INVALID. 241 

• Validate the JSON web signature associated with the request. Otherwise reject the message with the 242 
error ERR_REQUEST_INVALID. 243 

• Verify that the OWE-Cert chains to a root CA certificate in the OWE-Whitelist. Otherwise reject the 244 
message with the error ERR_REQUEST_INVALID. 245 

• Validate the OCSP data. If this has expired, reject the command with the error ERR_OCSP_INVALID. 246 

• Verify that the tid is the value expected for the current transaction. Otherwise reject the request with 247 
the error ERR_REQUEST_INVALID. 248 

• Verify that the nonce supplied in the command matches the value of nextnonce sent to the OWE in 249 
the previous response. Otherwise reject the request with the error ERR_REQUEST_INVALID. 250 

• If the request is valid, store the request identifier (rid) and store a copy to be returned in the response, 251 
then attempt to process the command. Otherwise return a response containing the relevant error with 252 
all other fields empty. 253 

3.5.1 Use of Nonces 254 

OTrP uses nonces to enforce the sequence of commands. 255 

Within each session, nonces must be statistically unique; however, it is permissible to use a counter. OMIL 256 
may use a single counter shared between all sessions. 257 

OMIL SHALL store the current nextnonce for each open session and compare its value to that returned in 258 
the next command from that OWE. 259 

However, there is no requirement to store this value between sessions; therefore, it can be stored in volatile 260 
memory. 261 

3.5.2 Device State Information 262 

The Device State Information (DSI) contains the current configuration information for all Security Domains 263 
managed by a particular OWE. OMIL SHALL maintain the DSI for each OWE that has created one or more 264 
SDs on the device using OTrP Profile messages. OMIL is also responsible for providing the DSI to the OWE 265 
at the beginning of the OTrP session and in OTrP response messages if indicated by the OWE in the preceding 266 
request. 267 

The DSI is represented as DSI-TYPE ([OTrP Profile] section 4.14), which contains a DSI-CONTENT-TYPE 268 
([OTrP Profile] section 4.15). 269 

The first element of DSI-CONTENT-TYPE, tfwdata, is generated according to TRUSTED-FIRMWARE-TYPE 270 
as defined in [OTrP Profile] section 4.17. This is optional. For OMIL this element can be omitted. 271 

The second element, tee, is generated according to TEE-DESCRIPTION-TYPE as defined in [OTrP Profile] 272 
section 4.18. 273 

Therefore, for OMIL, a DSI has the format: 274 
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"dsi":{ 275 

 "tee":{ 276 

  "name":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 277 

  "teever":"GPD-VERSION-TYPE", 278 

  "cert":"CERT-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 279 

  "cacert":["CERT-PRIMITIVE-TYPE"], 280 

  "sdlist":[{ 281 

   "sdid":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 282 

   "spid":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 283 

   "protocol":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 284 

   "talist":[{ 285 

    "taid":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 286 

    "taver":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE 287 

    "} … ] 288 

   }],  289 

   "teeaiklist":[{ 290 

    "spaik":[PUB-KEY-ROLE-ARRAY-TYPE], 291 

    "spid":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE" 292 

    }], 293 

   "isaset":ISA-TYPE, 294 

   "teeImplementationProperty":[ 295 

    "gpd.tee.tmf.resetpreserved.entities" [BASE64_UUID,…] 296 

    ] 297 

  } 298 

} 299 

Where: 300 

• name:  The parameter name used to connect to a TEE while initializing a context using the 301 
TEEC_InitializeContext command ([TEE Client] section 4.5.2). 302 

• teever:  The version of the TEE, structured as the string 303 
"GPD.TEE.[Major].[Minor].[Maintenance].[RFU]" 304 

• cert:  The certificate on TEE-Pub from OMIL storage. 305 

• cacert:  The remaining certificates in the chain from OMIL storage. 306 

• sdlist:  The list of Security Domains known to the spid. OMIL only permits a single Security Domain 307 
per spid, tsmid pair so this will be zero or one Security Domains. 308 

o sdid:  The Security Domain identifier. 309 
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o spid:  The Service Provider identifier. 310 

o protocol:  From Get SD Definition SecurityDomain.protocols ([TMF ASN.1] 311 
section 9.2.2). 312 

• talist:  The list of Trusted Applications in a Security Domain can be obtained with the ASN.1 Profile 313 
command Get List of TA ([TMF ASN.1] section 8.8.3). 314 

o taid:  The UUID for the TA. 315 

o taver:  The version of the TA – this can be obtained using the ASN.1 Profile command 316 
Get TA Definition 1 ([TMF ASN.1] section 8.8.5). OMIL must submit a separate 317 
Get TA Definition 1 command for each TA in the list. 318 

• teeaiklist:  A list of the keys used by the Security Domain. These can be retrieved using the ASN.1 319 
Profile command List Objects ([TMF ASN.1] section 8.6.3). 320 

o spaik:  The public keys for the Security Domain. 321 

o spid:  The Service Provider identifier. 322 

• isaset:  The ISA set. While this can be retrieved using the ASN.1 Profile command 323 
Get TEE Definition ([TMF ASN.1] section 8.8.1), OMIL MAY cache this information. 324 

• teeImplementationProperty:  The list of Security Domains and Trusted Applications belonging to 325 
this caller that are marked as to be preserved on Factory Reset. 326 

 327 
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4 OTrP Messages – ASN.1 Profile Commands 328 

Mapping 329 

All JSON fragments in this chapter are informative only. See [OTrP Profile] for the normative reference. 330 

When processing a command, if OMIL discovers an error in the request, it should stop and return a response 331 
containing that error. If it encounters an error during the processing, it should attempt to revert the state of the 332 
TEE to that before the command was issued. 333 

4.1 GET-TA-INFORMATION 334 

The OTrP GET_TA_INFORMATION request ([OTrP Profile] section 5.5) is analogous to the ASN.1 Profile 335 
command Get TA Definition 1 ([TMF ASN.1] section 8.8.5). 336 

Request 337 

{ 338 

 "GetTAInformationRequest":{ 339 

  "ver":"GPD-VERSION-TYPE", 340 

  "taid":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 341 

  "spid":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE" 342 

 } 343 
} 344 

Where: 345 

• ver:  The version of the command – to be returned in the response. 346 

• taid:  The base64 encoded UUID. 347 

• spid:  The Service Provider identifier. 348 

Processing 349 

OMIL must: 350 

• Verify that the OTrP request is valid for this device. 351 

• Obtain the tsmid from the x5c used to validate the OTrP message. 352 

• Decode the taid and issue a Get TA Definition 1 command. 353 

o On TEE_ERROR_ITEM_NOT_FOUND, return ERR_TA_NOT_FOUND. 354 

o On other errors, return the appropriate conversion as described in section 3.4. 355 

• Calculate the expected Security Domain using the spid in the command and the tsmid. 356 

• Verify that the expected Security Domain matches the parent field from the Get TA Definition 1 357 
response. Otherwise return ERR_TA_NOT_FOUND. 358 

• Set taver to the version field of the Trusted Application from the Get TA Definition 1 response. 359 

• Return the response. 360 
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Response 361 

{ 362 

 "GetTAInformationResponse":{ 363 

  "ver":"GPD-VERSION-TYPE", 364 

  "status":"OPERATION-RESPONSE-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 365 

  "taid":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 366 

  "taver":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 367 

  "sdid":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 368 

  "spid":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 369 

  "tsmid":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE" 370 

 } 371 
} 372 

Where: 373 

• ver:  The version of the command – from the request. 374 

• status:  OPERATION_SUCCESS; otherwise its value SHALL be an error string in section 3.4. 375 

• taid:  The base64 encoded UUID – from the request. 376 

• taver: 377 

o On success:  The version of the TA returned by the Get TA Definition 1. 378 

o On error:  Empty. 379 

• sdid:  The calculated Security Domain identifier. 380 

• spid:  The Service Provider identifier – from the request. 381 

• tsmid:  The TSM identifier, as determined from the OWE CERT. 382 
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4.2 GET-DEVICE-TEE-STATE 383 

The Get Device TEE State command starts an OTrP transaction. 384 

Request 385 

{ 386 

 "GetDeviceTEEStateTBSRequest":{ 387 

  "ver":"GPD-VERSION-TYPE", 388 

  "tid":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 389 

  "rid":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 390 

  "ocspdat":OCSP-ARRAY-TYPE, 391 

  "supportedsigalgs":[SIGNATURE-PRIMITIVE-TYPE] 392 

 } 393 

} 394 

Where: 395 

• ver:  The version of the OTrP message, structured as GPD-VERSION-TYPE. 396 

• tid:  A unique value for the ongoing transaction – returned in the reply. 397 

• rid:  A unique value for this message – returned in the reply. 398 

• ocspdat:  OCSP-ARRAY-TYPE as described in [OTrP Profile] section 4.5.1. The first element of the 399 
array is the OCSP stapling for validating the OWE-Cert, followed by OCSP stapling for verifying each 400 
subsequent intermediate CA in the certificate chain. 401 

• supportedsigalgs:  (OPTIONAL) A list of signature algorithms supported by the OWE. Its value is 402 
an array of SIGNATURE-PRIMITIVE-TYPE. If this element is absent, the TEE SHALL use any signature 403 
algorithm defined by the SIGNATURE-PRIMITIVE-TYPE. 404 

Processing 405 

OMIL must: 406 

• Verify that the OTrP request is valid for this device. 407 

• Verify that the tid value is not currently in use for another transaction. 408 

o If the tid is in use, reject the request with the error ERR_REQUEST_INVALID. 409 

• Check the revocation status of the OWE-Cert and its intermediate CA certificates in the chain, using the 410 
OCSP stapling. 411 

• Cache the OCSP stapling for subsequent command checking. The TEE MAY use its own clock for 412 
OCSP stapling validation. 413 

• Calculate the dsi value. 414 

• Return OPERATION_SUCCESS. 415 
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Response 416 

{ 417 

 "GetDeviceTEEStateTBSResponse":{ 418 

  "ver":"GPD-VERSION-TYPE", 419 

  "status":"OPERATION-RESPONSE-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 420 

  "rid":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 421 

  "tid":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 422 

  "signerreq":BOOLEAN, 423 

  "content":{ 424 

   "protected":"ENCRYPTION-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 425 

   "recipients":[{ 426 

    "header":{ 427 

     "alg":"KEYWRAP-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 428 
     "kid":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE" 429 

     }], 430 

    "encrypted_key":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE" 431 

    } 432 

   "iv":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 433 

   "ciphertext":"{ 434 

    "dsi":DSI-CONTENT-TYPE, 435 

    "nextnonce":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE" 436 

    } ", 437 

   "tag":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE" 438 

  } 439 

 } 440 

} 441 

Where: 442 

• ver:  The version of the OTrP message, structured as GPD-VERSION-TYPE. 443 

• status:  OPERATION_SUCCESS; otherwise its value SHALL be an error string in section 3.4. 444 

• rid:  A unique value for this message – returned in the reply. 445 

• tid:  A unique value for the ongoing transaction – returned in the reply. 446 

• signerreq:  A Boolean asking for OCSP data to be resent – recommend OMIL sets this to FALSE. 447 

• dsi:  See section 3.5.2 for details of the Device State Information. 448 

• Other fields are as described in [OTrP Profile]. 449 
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4.3 CREATE-SD 450 

An OWE issues a CreateSDTBSRequest message to create a new Security Domain on a device. 451 

Request 452 

{ 453 

 "CreateSDTBSRequest":{ 454 

  "spid":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 455 

  "sdid":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 456 

  "spcert":"CERT-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 457 

  "tsmid":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 458 

  "did":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 459 

  "sd_data":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE" 460 

 } 461 

} 462 

Where: 463 

• spid:  The Service Provider identifier. 464 

• sdid:  The Security Domain identifier. 465 

• spcert:  The Service Provider certificate. 466 

• tsmid:  The TSM identifier. 467 

• did:  The Device identifier. 468 

• sd_data:  The Security Domain data. 469 

Processing 470 

OMIL must: 471 

• Validate that the command is valid for this device. 472 

• Verify that the did is correct for this device. 473 

• Verify that the tsmid matches the certificate chain. 474 

• Verify that the sdid matches the spid and tsmid. 475 

• Verify that the Security Domain sdid does not already exist on the device. If it does, reject the request 476 
with the error ERR_SDID_ALREADY_USED. 477 

• Verify that the UUID is either UUID type 1 or type 4; if not, reject the command with the error 478 
ERR_INVALID_UUID. 479 

• If all is correct, issue two separate ASN.1 Profile commands sequentially: Install SD ([TMF ASN.1] 480 
section 8.5.1), then Store Data ([TMF ASN.1] section 8.6.1). 481 

• The Install SD command takes the parameters: 482 

o SDLifecycleState set to SdActiveState. 483 
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o SDPrivileges set to gpd.privilege.sdPersonalization, gpd.privilege.taManagement 484 
and gpd.privilege.taPersonalization 485 

• The Store Data command takes the parameter: 486 

o storedDataObject:  The sd_data field. 487 

• As the OTrP command is expected to be monotonic, if the Store Data command fails, OMIL SHALL 488 
issue an ASN.1 Profile command Uninstall SD ([TMF ASN.1] section 8.5.2) to ensure that the state 489 
of the TEE is unchanged. 490 

• Store the spcert in the OMIL private storage. 491 

• Issue an ASN.1 Profile command Fetch Object ([TMF ASN.1] section 8.6.4) to obtain the public key 492 
or keys. 493 

• Calculate the new dsi value. 494 

• Generate a new nonce. 495 

• Issue the OTrP response. 496 

Response 497 

{ 498 

 "CreateSDTBSResponse":{ 499 

  "status":"OPERATION-RESPONSE-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 500 

    "did":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 501 

    "sdid":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 502 

    "spaik":PUB-KEY-ROLE-ARRAY-TYPE, 503 

    "dsi":DSI-CONTENT-TYPE, 504 

    "nextnonce":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE" 505 

 } 506 

} 507 

Where: 508 

• status:  OPERATION_SUCCESS; otherwise its value SHALL be an error string in section 3.4. 509 

• All other fields are as per [OTrP Profile]. 510 
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4.4 UPDATE-SD 511 

An OWE issues an UpdateSDTBSRequest message to update SD metadata with the given parameters. 512 
OMIL SHALL issue the ASN.1 Profile command Store Data ([TMF ASN.1] section 8.6.1) while mapping 513 
UpdateSDTBSRequest to the ASN.1 command using the following convention. 514 

Request 515 

{ 516 

 "tsmid":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 517 

 "spid":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 518 

 "did":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 519 

 "sdid":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 520 

 "changes":{ 521 

  "spcert":["CERT-PRIMITIVE-TYPE"], 522 

  "deloldspcert":["PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE"], 523 

  "sd_data":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE" 524 

 } 525 

} 526 

Where: 527 

• tsmid:  The TSM identifier. 528 

• spid:  The Service Provider identifier. 529 

• did:  The Device identifier. 530 

• sdid:  The Security Domain identifier. 531 

• spcert:  The updated Service Provider certificate. 532 

• deloldspcert:  The current Service Provider certificate to delete. 533 

• sd_data:  The updated Security Domain data.  534 

Processing 535 

OMIL must: 536 

• Verify that the OTrP request is valid for this device. 537 

• Verify that the did is correct for this device. 538 

• If the request contains a newspid element, deprecated in OTrP v1.1,  reject the command with the 539 
error ERR_UNSUPPORTED_MSG_VERSION as TMF does not support renaming Security Domains. 540 

• If the command includes a deloldspcert element, determine that a matching certificate exists. 541 

o If it does, open the corresponding persistent object with TEE_OpenPersistentObject 542 
([TEE Core] section 5.7.1), but do not delete it until other processing has completed. 543 

o If no matching certificate exists, reject the command with the error ERR_REQUEST_INVALID. 544 
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• Store a new SP certificate in OMIL private storage using TEE_CreatePersistentObject 545 
([TEE Core] section 5.7.2). 546 

• Store any sd_data in the SD private storage using a Store Data command. 547 

• If OMIL cannot store all the data, revert any previous TEE_CreatePersistentObject or 548 
Store Data command. 549 

• Delete any old certificates using a TEE_CloseAndDeletePersistentObject1 command 550 
([TEE Core] section 5.7.4). 551 

o OMIL should not delete any certificates until it is certain it can store the new certificates supplied in 552 
the command. This ensures that the command can be rolled back. However, it does mean that some 553 
commands may fail that would have succeeded if the deletion was performed first. 554 

• If successful, calculate a new DSI and nonce. 555 

• Extract the public keys for the Security Domain using ASN.1 Profile Fetch Object commands 556 
([TMF ASN.1] v1.1 section 8.6.4). 557 

• Return the response. 558 

Response 559 

{ 560 

 "status":"OPERATION-RESPONSE-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 561 

 "did":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 562 

 "spaik":PUB-KEY-ROLE-ARRAY-TYPE, 563 

 "dsi":DSI-CONTENT-TYPE, 564 

 "nextnonce":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE" 565 

} 566 

Where: 567 

• status:  OPERATION_SUCCESS; otherwise its value SHALL be an error string in section 3.4. 568 

• spaik:  The public keys for the Security Domain. 569 

• All other fields are as per [OTrP Profile]. 570 
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4.5 DELETE-SD 571 

An OWE issues a DeleteSDTBSRequest message to update SD metadata with the given parameters. OMIL 572 
SHALL issue an ASN.1 Profile command Uninstall SD ([TMF ASN.1] section 8.5.2) while mapping 573 
DeleteSDTBSRequest to the ASN.1 Profile using the following convention. 574 

Request 575 

{ 576 

 "tsmid":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 577 

 "did":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 578 

 "sdid":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 579 

 "deletetas":BOOLEAN 580 

} 581 

Where: 582 

• tsmid:  The TSM identifier. 583 

• did:  The Device identifier. 584 

• sdid:  The Security Domain identifier. 585 

• deletetas:  A Boolean value indicating whether the TAs within the Security Domain shall be deleted. 586 

Processing 587 

OMIL must: 588 

• Verify that the OTrP request is valid for this device. 589 

• Verify that the did is correct for this device. 590 

• Verify that the Security Domain exists, for instance by issuing an ASN.1 Profile command 591 
Get SD Definition ([TMF ASN.1] section 8.8.2). 592 

• If the Security Domain is the parent of another SD (created with TMF), reject the request with the error 593 
ERR_SD_NOT_EMPTY. 594 

• Use the ASN.1 Profile command Get List of TA ([TMF ASN.1] section 8.8.3) to retrieve a list of all 595 
TAs in the SD. 596 

• If the SD contains any TAs and deletetas is set to FALSE, reject the request with the error 597 
ERR_SD_NOT_EMPTY. 598 

• If DeleteTAs is TRUE, delete all TAs in the SD by issuing an ASN.1 Profile command Uninstall TA 599 
([TMF ASN.1] section 8.4.2) for each TA. 600 

• Delete the SD with an ASN.1 Profile command Uninstall SD ([TMF ASN.1] section 8.5.2). 601 

• Calculate the new DSI and nonce. 602 

• Return the appropriate response. 603 
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Response 604 

{ 605 

 "status":"OPERATION-RESPONSE-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 606 

 "did":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 607 

 "dsi":DSI-CONTENT-TYPE, 608 

 "nextnonce":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE" 609 

} 610 

Where: 611 

• status:  OPERATION_SUCCESS; otherwise its value SHALL be an error string in section 3.4. 612 

• All other fields are as per [OTrP Profile]. 613 
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4.6 INSTALL-TA 614 

An OWE issues an InstallTATBSRequest message to install a new TA on a device. 615 

Request 616 

{ 617 

 "tsmid":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 618 

 "did":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 619 

 "spid":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 620 

 "sdid":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 621 

 "spcert":"CERT-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 622 

 "taid":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 623 

 "taver":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 624 

 "pop_data":POP-TYPE 625 

} 626 

Where: 627 

• tsmid:  The TSM identifier. 628 

• did:  The Device identifier. 629 

• spid:  The Service Provider identifier. 630 

• sdid:  The Security Domain identifier. 631 

• spcert:  The Service Provider certificate. 632 

• taid:  The base64 encoded UUID for the TA. 633 

• taver:  The version of the TA. 634 

• pop_data:  POP-TYPE value SHALL be included when the given taid is a UUID version 5. It is used 635 
to perform a verification of proof of possession of a UUID version 5 as defined in [TMF ASN.1] 636 
section 8.3.3.7. (See details in [OTrP Profile] Annex D.) 637 

Processing 638 

OMIL must: 639 

• Verify that the OTrP request is valid for this device. 640 

• Verify that the did is correct for this device. 641 

• Verify that the Security Domain exists and is the correct Security Domain for this OWE. 642 

• Decrypt the encrypted_ta_bin using the spaik. 643 

• Install the TA using an ASN.1 Profile command Install TA ([TMF ASN.1] section 8.4.1). 644 

• Set the version number using the ASN.1 Profile command Store TEE Property ([TMF ASN.1] 645 
section 8.7.3). 646 

• Decrypt the encrypted_ta_data using the spaik. 647 
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• Store the data associated with the TA using an ASN.1 Profile command Store Data ([TMF ASN.1] 648 
section 8.6.1). 649 

• If the Store Data command fails, delete the TA to return to the previous state. 650 

• Calculate the new DSI and Nonce. 651 

• Return the response. 652 

Response 653 

{ 654 

 "status":"OPERATION-RESPONSE-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 655 

 "did":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 656 

 "dsi":DSI-CONTENT-TYPE, 657 

 "nextnonce":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE" 658 

} 659 

Where: 660 

• status:  OPERATION_SUCCESS; otherwise its value SHALL be an error string in section 3.4. 661 

• All other fields are as per [OTrP Profile]. 662 
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4.7 UPDATE-TA 663 

An OWE issues an UpdateTATBSRequest message to update previously installed TA or TA data on a device. 664 
The UpdateTATBSRequest message may contain updates for TA binary (encrypted_ta_bin) only, TA 665 
data (encrypted_ta_data) only, or both. 666 

Request 667 

{ 668 

 "tsmid":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 669 

 "did":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 670 

 "spid":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 671 

 "sdid":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 672 

 "spcert":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 673 

 "taid":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 674 

 "newtaver":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 675 

 "pop_data":POP-TYPE 676 

} 677 

Where: 678 

• tsmid:  The TSM identifier. 679 

• did:  The Device identifier. 680 

• spid:  The Service Provider identifier. 681 

• sdid:  The Security Domain identifier. 682 

• spcert:  The Service Provider certificate. 683 

• taid:  The base64 encoded UUID for the TA. 684 

• newtaver:  The string containing the TA version information that is to be updated. 685 

• pop_data:  POP-TYPE value SHALL be included when the given taid is a UUID version 5. It is used 686 
to perform a verification of proof of possession of a UUID version 5 as defined in [TMF ASN.1] 687 
section 8.3.3.7. (See details in [OTrP Profile] Annex D.) 688 

Processing 689 

OMIL must: 690 

• Verify that the OTrP request is valid for this device. 691 

• Verify that the did is correct for this device. 692 

• Verify that the Security Domain exists and is the correct Security Domain for this OWE. 693 

• Retrieve the version number of the current TA using the TEE_GetPropertyAsString command 694 
([TEE Core] section 4.4.1). 695 

• Ensure that the version specified in newtaver is higher than the current version – this will be TEE 696 
specific. 697 
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• Decrypt the encrypted_ta_bin  and encrypted_ta_data fields. 698 

• If the request only contains a Binary and no data, update the TA using the ASN.1 Profile command 699 
Update TA ([TMF ASN.1] section 8.4.3). 700 

• If the request only contains data and no binary, update the data with an ASN.1 Profile command 701 
Store Data ([TMF ASN.1] section 8.6.1). 702 

• If the request contains both TA and data, atomically update both using the ASN.1 Profile command 703 
Update TA and Data ([TMF ASN.1] v1.1 section 8.4.6). 704 

• The new state of the TA SHALL always be taExecutableState. 705 

• Set the version number using the ASN.1 Profile command Store TEE Property ([TMF ASN.1] 706 
section 8.7.3). 707 

• Store the SP Certificate (spcert) provided with the InstallTATBSRequest in OMIL private storage 708 
and associate the spcert with the SD where the TA is being installed. 709 

• Calculate the new DSI and Nonce. 710 

• Return the response. 711 

• OMIL SHALL use the following convention while mapping UpdateTATBSRequest. 712 

Response 713 

{ 714 

 "status":"OPERATION-REASON-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 715 

 "did":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 716 

 "dsi":DSI-CONTENT-TYPE, 717 

 "nextnonce":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE" 718 

} 719 

Where: 720 

• status:  OPERATION_SUCCESS; otherwise its value SHALL be an error string in section 3.4. 721 

• All other fields are as per [OTrP Profile]. 722 
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4.8 DELETE-TA 723 

An OWE issues a DeleteTATBSRequest message to delete an existing TA on a device. 724 

Request 725 

{ 726 

 "tsmid":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 727 

 "did":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 728 

 "sdid":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 729 

 "taid":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE" 730 

} 731 

Where: 732 

• tsmid:  The TSM identifier. 733 

• did:  The Device identifier. 734 

• sdid:  The Security Domain identifier. 735 

• taid:  The base64 encoded UUID for the TA. 736 

Processing 737 

OMIL must: 738 

• Verify that the OTrP request is valid for this device. 739 

• Verify that the did is correct for this device. 740 

• Verify that the Security Domain exists and is the correct Security Domain for this OWE. 741 

• Verify that the TA exists. 742 

• Issue an ASN.1 Profile command Uninstall TA ([TMF ASN.1] section 8.4.2) to delete the TA. 743 

• Calculate the new DSI and Nonce. 744 

• Return the response. 745 

Response 746 

{ 747 

 "status":"OPERATION-RESPONSE-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 748 

 "did":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 749 

 "dsi":DSI-CONTENT-TYPE, 750 

 "nextnonce":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE" 751 

} 752 

Where: 753 

• status:  OPERATION_SUCCESS; otherwise its value SHALL be an error string in section 3.4. 754 
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• All other fields are as per [OTrP Profile]. 755 
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4.9 STORE-TEE-PROPERTY 756 

An OWE issues a StoreTEEPropertyTBSRequest message to store, update, or delete TEE properties. 757 
TEE properties are described in [TMF ASN.1] section A.5. The OTrP Profile supports only the TEE property 758 
gpd.tee.tmf.resetpreserved.entities, which is used to indicate entities as UUIDs to be preserved 759 
across a Factory Reset operation on TEE. 760 

Request 761 

{ 762 

 "tsmid":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 763 

 "did":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 764 

 "property":"gpd.tee.tmf.resetpreserved.entities", 765 

 "value":{ 766 

   "taids":UUID-ARRAY-TYPE, 767 

   "sdids":UUID-ARRAY-TYPE 768 

  } 769 

} 770 

Where: 771 

• tsmid:  The TSM identifier. 772 

• did:  The Device identifier. 773 

• property:  The TEE property to store: gpd.tee.tmf.resetpreserved.entities 774 

• value: 775 

o taids:  UUIDS of TAs structured as UUID-ARRAY-TYPE that SHALL be preserved across a 776 
Factory Reset operation on TEE. 777 

o sdids:  UUIDS of SDs structured as UUID-ARRAY-TYPE that SHALL be preserved across a 778 
Factory Reset operation on TEE. 779 

Processing 780 

OMIL must: 781 

• Verify that the OTrP request is valid for this device. 782 

• Verify that the did is correct for this device. 783 

• Verify the certificate chains to a hash in the TEE maintenance whitelist. 784 

• Verify that property equals "gpd.tee.tmf.resetpreserved.entities"; if not, reject the request 785 
with the error ERR_REQUEST_INVALID. 786 

• Decode the base64 encoding of the value field; if the UUIDS cannot be decoded, reject the request with 787 
the error ERR_REQUEST_INVALID. 788 

• Use the ASN.1 Profile command Store TEE Property ([TMF ASN.1] section 8.7.3) to update the 789 
gpd.tee.tmf.resetpreserved.entities property. 790 

• Calculate the new DSI and Nonce. 791 
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• Return the response. 792 

Response 793 

{ 794 

 "status":"OPERATION-RESPONSE-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 795 

 "did":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 796 

 "dsi":DSI-CONTENT-TYPE, 797 

 "nextnonce":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE" 798 

} 799 

Where: 800 

• status:  OPERATION_SUCCESS; otherwise its value SHALL be an error string in section 3.4. 801 

• All other fields are as per [OTrP Profile]. 802 
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4.10 FACTORY-RESET 803 

The Factory Reset command moves the TEE to a notional “factory” state 804 

Request 805 

{ 806 

 "tsmid":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 807 

 "did":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE" 808 

} 809 

Where: 810 

• tsmid:  The TSM identifier. 811 

• did:  The Device identifier. 812 

Processing 813 

OMIL must: 814 

• Verify that the OTrP request is valid for this device. 815 

• Verify that the did is correct for this device. 816 

• Verify the certificate chains to a hash in the TEE maintenance whitelist. 817 

• Store sufficient data in OMIL private storage to indicate that a Factory Reset has been requested and 818 
by whom, so that when OMIL is restarted it can determine that a reset has happened. 819 

• Use the ASN.1 Profile command Factory Reset ([TMF ASN.1] section 8.7.4) to reset the device. 820 

Important:  As OMIL is a TA, it will be terminated by the factory reset. Therefore, either the TEE or the OTrP 821 
agent in the REE must ensure that OMIL is restarted. 822 

• Once OMIL has restarted, verify that only the expected Security Domains and Trusted Applications are 823 
present. If not, call Factory Reset again. 824 

• Calculate the dsi. 825 

• Generate a new nonce value. 826 

• Return the response. 827 

Response 828 

{ 829 

 "status":"OPERATION-RESPONSE-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 830 

 "did":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE", 831 

 "dsi":DSI-CONTENT-TYPE, 832 

 "nextnonce":"PRINTABLE-STRING-PRIMITIVE-TYPE" 833 

} 834 

Where: 835 
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• status:  OPERATION_SUCCESS; otherwise its value SHALL be an error string in section 3.4. 836 

• Other fields are as per [OTrP Profile]. 837 
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5 Enabling OTrP SD with TMF ASN.1 Profile 838 

Capability 839 

To convert a Security Domain that has been created using the OTrP Profile into one that can be managed 840 
using the ASN.1 Profile, the OWE needs to inject a new key for use with a TMF Security Layer or for the 841 
verification of Authorization Tokens. 842 

Depending on the chosen method, the following keys are required: 843 

Table 5-1:  Keys Required to Enable OTrP Security Domain with ASN.1 Profile Capability 844 

Authorization Methods Cryptographic Primitives Permissions 

Symmetric Security Layer AES or Triple Des key Derive permission 

Asymmetric Security Layer RSA or ECDSA private key Sign permission 

RSA or ECDSA public key Verify permission 

Authorization Token RSA or ECDSA private key Verify permission 

HMAC Verify permission 

 845 

To inject the necessary keys, the OWE submits one or more Update SD commands (section 4.4). 846 

The TMF Security Layers are defined in: 847 

• TMF:  Symmetric Cryptography Security Layer, [TMF Symmetric] 848 

• TMF:  Asymmetric Cryptography Security Layer, [TMF Asymmetric] 849 

 850 
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